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Media release 
 

LAND wins Multidisciplinary Landscape Architecture Competition “Creating a 

biodiversity corridor in Saint-Laurent” in Montreal, Canada 

 

Creating space for nature, bringing biodiversity and resilience back into the city 
Milan, 27.04.2018 – The international landscape architecture firm LAND with Table Architecture, Civiliti and 

Biodiversité Conseil has won the Multidisciplinary Landscape Architecture Competition Creating a biodiversity 

corridor in Saint-Laurent. The competition has been launched by the borough of Saint-Laurent and the Bureau 

du design de la ville de Montréal to enhance biodiversity on its territory. LAND’s project Vert-de-Gris consisted 

of a green, blue and social infrastructure aiming to reconnect people with nature. «We’ve found a fragmented 

and inhospitable land for both animals and people. With our project we have aimed to set a pioneering 

standard for sustainable and durable urban development, to bring nature back into the neighborhood, starting 

from the elements that form the basis of biodiversity – soil, water and air», comments Valeria Pagliaro, 

Director at LAND. 

 

The borough of Saint-Laurent, Montreal, is strongly committed to enhancing biodiversity in its territory, 70% of 

which is today occupied by an industrial park. To achieve this ambitious goal, a multi-disciplinary competition to 

create the Cavendish-Lauryn-Liesse biodiversity corridor was launched by the borough of Saint-Laurent with the 

Bureau du design of Montreal in September 2017. In November 2017 three teams were shortlisted for Stage 2, 

among these the team headed by LAND. After the public presentation of the three finalists held on April 5th, 2018, 

the jury, composed of the most influential architects, landscape architects, designers, biologists and urban 

planners of Montreal, gave the award to LAND’s team for its project Vert-de-Gris.  

 

Benefiting from its many experiences of green and social infrastructure realized in Europe, LAND developed the 

Vert-de-Gris project, sensitively fitting the proposal into Montreal’s and specifically Saint Laurent’s peculiar 

context together with Table Architecture, Biodiversité Conseil and Civiliti. The development plan sets out the 

vision and orientation guidelines for the corridor’s development and enhancement over the long term and 

proposes targeted short-term interventions (2021-2023) for CA$ 4.5 million based on four strategically defined 

actions: protection, creation, connectivity, polyvalence.  

 

LAND’s project for the Biodiversity Corridor in Saint-Laurent is based on a multi-disciplinary and multi-

dimensional approach, as it takes into consideration both the neighborhood and the territorial scale. The primary 
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objective is to counter today’s fragmentation of natural elements that results in a fragmentation of the human 

experience, now segregated into mono-functional sectors that are the consequence of a non-systemic 

conception of urban life. «Our proposal moves from today’s landscape - so heavily modified by human presence 

that it has lost its differentiation, variety, resilience – to reconnect the existing elements and propose the 

construction of a new dimension of nature, which we imagine to be the urban nature of our present and future 

life, still human-driven, yet multi-specific and rich in biodiversity with particular attention devoted to pollinators 

and Monarch butterflies», as Valeria explains LAND’s vision. 

 

LAND’s project has challenged the basic conditions of the location. In order to increase biodiversity and make it 

durable, LAND began by creating new, heterogeneous conditions for life to take place. The first element to be 

modified is at the basis of all different habitats: the soil. Heterogeneity of rhythm and the relationship between 

horizontal and vertical elements are at the same time both research topics and operative design tools, generating 

the design strategy of the master plan. By micro-modulation of topography and soil amending at key points, we 

provide diverse conditions that are at the same time addressing water and snow management, creating interest 

and variety in today’s monotonous landscape, hosting different habitats such as forest, fallow lands, wetland, and 

promoting the spread of a wide variety of life forms compatible with the human presence in a healthy urban 

environment, together with other precise interventions such as positioning poles for predatory birds, underpasses 

for small terrestrial animals, bee-hives, bat nests, bird houses, dry stone for insects and reptiles and feeding 

stations. 

For the coming years, the Biodiversity Corridor is going to be an open-air laboratory, a living-lab for the 

construction of a new kind of Urban Nature, reconnecting people with nature.  

 

A 2-week exhibition of the design proposals for the “Biodiversity corridor of Saint-Laurent” competition will be 

held from 26.04 at the Bibliothèque du Boisé, 2727, Boul. Thimens, Saint-Laurent, Montreal. The winning project 

will be presented at https://designmontreal.com/en/competitions/creating-a-biodiversity-corridor-in-saint-laurent  

 
Media Contact: 

LAND Srl 

Sandy Schott 

+39 02 86463 206, email: sandy.schott@landsrl.com 

 

LAND 

Millions of people walk, think, read, chat, relax and dream in the open spaces we create for them. Our LANDscape architecture combines 

research, innovation and a holistic approach to offer solutions for today’s social and environmental challenges. Aiming to create livable 

spaces for the communities of tomorrow. Private and public clients entrust LAND with the conception, realisation and management of urban 

transformations and territorial strategies. Some of the projects in Italy/ Milan include the Raggi Verdi, Porta Nuova and Parco Alfa Romeo, in 

Rome we realised L’Arcipelago Verde and the Stadio della Roma and in Venice the Expo Gate. In Germany/ Essen our projects include Krupp 
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Park and ThyssenKrupp Headquarter and in Frankfurt we realised Die Welle. In Russia our projects include the International Financial Centre, 

Moscow. LAND was established in Milan in 1990 by Andreas Kipar and Giovanni Sala. Today LAND is an international landscape firm with 

offices in Italy, Germany and Switzerland. For more information visit: landsrl.com 


